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Reason Jor this Study
"Oÿ-tY 'rm:,'ÿ about postwar problems
now?" people ask. "We have not won
the war yet." But I believe we are more

likely to win it if we have a clear idea
of goals for the peace. Men fight better
when they know what they are fighting
for. There is hardly a conscious American who is not wondering today what

will happen to his home, his job, his
world, when the war ends. Our postwar
world must be superior to that which
our enemies can offer. They make alluring promises about new orders and new
spheres of prosperity. We shall have to
--and we can---offer something better,

cepted/or less than 25 cents. Send sel/-addressed, stamped envelop /or latest list o/
titles; or send a $t bill aslÿing /or "'Special

more just and more convincing. Here
we shall concentrate our main attention
on the United States. Our task will be-

Offer Number One"--a get-acquainted col-

gin, even if it does not end, at home.
Before we can go forward, we must find
out where we are, and some of the reasons which have landed us here.

lection o/more than too leaflets. Order/rom
The National Education Association
Washington, D. C.
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The World in 1913

World War, 1914-1919

--ÿ'UPPOSE we are back in the year I9I3.

[NETEEN-FOURTEEN SaW the begin-

We look at the solid buildings, mer-

ning of the first highly mechanized war

chants, and dray-horses, and expect
everything to go right on. President
Wilson has started the income tax, Federal Reserve Board and Trade Commis-

in history. Machine guns, airplanes,
tanks, gas, and submarines made killing a mass production process. Propaganda too was mechanized. President

sion, but perhaps a few such reforms
are needed. He should "stop tinkering
with the tariff." Laissez-faire is the

Wilson took over the railroads and
created the War Industries Board, which

creed of all "right-thinking" persons.
Unions are weak, farmers independent.
They can't be organized, any more than
women can get the vote. The British
Navy is supreme on the seas, the pound
sterling on the world's markets. Parlia-

soon became a central planning agency,
correlating needs for the Army, the
Navy, the Allies, and the home market.

It simplified products, shifted workers,
put a third of our labor into arm), and
munitions, while employing the rest at

higher wages than before. Planning

mentary democracy is at an all-time
high. War belongs to professional sol-

worked in wartime. The economy of

fliers, foreign affairs to diplomats. A man

and the formulas of ÿ9i3 gave way for

named Ford is putting motor cars into
mass production. All seems well with

the world, but below the surface history

a time to drastic controls. The United
States came out of the war as a creditor
nation, and the strongest industrial

is preparing momentous changes.

power on earth.
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abundance was swinging into focus,
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"Norma&y, " 1920-1921

Depression, 1930-1939

(,PEOPLE were sick of war and wanted
Gÿ-PITAL investment had been slowing
a "sound" world like 1913. One coun-

down, excess capacity growing, savings

try, the United States, partly realized

piling up. By 1933, 15 million people
were out of work. Boy and girl hobos
were on the roads by thousands; banks

this hope. We called it "normalcy." hi
other countries, war controls continued.
After a postwar boomlet and a slump
in 1921, the U. S. floated off on a wave

of prosperity. It grew out of building,
automobiles, instalment credit, foreign
loans, and the stock market--a wonderful seven years, tho "normal" was hardly
the word. Meantime two strong forces
hammered at free markets--technology,

and the growing extent of price fixing
by big business, rather than by competition. Corporations grew bigger, mergers frequent. Stockholders had less voice
in management. Billions loaned abroad

could be repaid only in imports, which
we refused. This impossible situation
collapsed in 1929; next year the whole
economic structure began to fall.
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in 32 states closed before Mr. Hoover left

office. Mr. Roosevelt quieted a terrified
nation with his first fireside chat. The
New Deal got the economy moving
faster, but did not solve the main prob-

lem. It stabilized unemployment around
IO million, national income at 60 to 70
billion. Its most challenging idea was
that the unemployed are not to blame
for their misery. Abroad, more drastic

medicine was being taken. Britain
dropped free trade. Barter deals, blocked
money appeared in world markets. As
some countries built war machines, state
controls increased. Unemployment was
ended but in many countries parliamentary democracy retreated.
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Nations at War, 1939-1942

Three Causes Jot Social Change

DANZER divisions roiling into Poland

Ouÿ of the history here recorded let

released not only war, but a new eco-

us pick certain trends. They may throw

nomic tempo. U. S. citizens stopped
worrying about national debt as Congress voted billions for arms. Retail

light on the great transition which be-

sales began to jump; unemployment
tumbled; shortages developed. The depression was broken. Governments now

advance has created new problems for

are spending from 5° to 7° percent of
national income on war, but no nation
will meekly go bankrupt because textbooks say it ought to. Germany does not
permit ruin and bankruptcy, and has
little use for gold. It is Germany we are
up against now. Our own economy is
increasingly distorted. Price becomes secondary as commodities go under priori-

ties and rationing. The WPB and BEW
think in terms of materials--who is to

get them, how long they will last. We

gan with the last war and is now going

with throttle wide open. Technological
the capitalist system it helped to start;
now it calls for effective controls over
a new economy of abundance. Popula-

tion growth is slowing, due partly to
birth control, partly to late marriages

and city living. The frontier is ended,
not only in the U. S. but in most colonial regions. "Backward" nations are

building their own factories. Free land
stimulates population; both stimulate
business expansion. For a hundred years
in this country, the expansion resembled
a 3 to 4 percent compound interest
curve. On it, the free enterprise system

are in for a strong dose of physical economics. Materials first, money second.

flourished like a green bay tree. Now
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the curve flattens out.

A Vista oJ the Future

Some Results

('ÿoaK is now so specialized that

Hus ÿ, economic trends stand out:

everyone depends on millions of others
for daily necessities. Two vast exchange
networks--goods and services, money
and credit--must work smoothly. Un-

[i] The advance of technology
[21 The halting curve of population
[3] The closing frontier
[4] Growing interdependence
[5] Unemployment in peacetime
[6] Declining investment opportunities
[7] A decline in free markets

employment, cancer of our society, can
result from labor-saving inventions or
from depression. As opportunities for
profit shrink, intensive investment-conservation, public works, housing-must take their place. Free markets de-

[8] The growth of propaganda
]9] Mechanized warfare

cline as mass production and monopoly

[io] Growing power of central governments

grow. Mass production of words, printed
and broadcast, floods us with informa-

These trends have all come to the fore

tion, sales talk, and propaganda. The

since ÿ913. Every nation has been af-

state has invaded fields held by private

fected by them. They help to explain
why Mussolini captured the imagination of Italians, why Hitler came to
power, why Chamberlain missed the

business, a trend which has gone so far
that we cannot retreat from government

controls. National selfsufficiency tends

[iÿ] Autarchy--national selfsufficiency

bus, why Roosevelt got a third term.

toward larger units. Eventually four or
five such units, perhaps on continental
lines, may control world trade.

They make it clear that whoever wins

[,o]
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the war, the great transition will go on.

Goals Jor America
FORE an architect draws a plan, he
must picture what he is after. The U. S.
is a democratic country; its first goal

should be to satisfy needs and desires of
common people. If you hold your ear
to the ground, you can hear around the

world the people demanding security
and an end to the paradox of poverty in
the midst of plenty. Statesmen who

A Postwar Platform

CX-lr IDEA of basic living standards is
gaining popularity. Sometimes they are
called "national minimums." How shall
we plan in order to provide them?
Full employment. Adults who cannot

find work in private industry should be
guaranteed jobs by the government.
Full and prudent use o[ resources. Idle

plant and machinery should shock us

listen to this demand will be upheld;
those who shut their ears will be buried.

as much as idle men. National resources

Science has made an adequate standard

Guarantee to every citizen o[ five essentials-food, housing, clothing, health

of living possible for every family.
People know this. They want to have

should be exploited thriftily.

services, education.

work, to feel themselves part of a living
community, to know where the next
meal is coming from and how the rent

Social insurance at various points; for

can be paid in illness and old age. They

Labor standards; including minimum

want the fruits of mass production:

wages, maximum hours, decent working conditions.

cars, clothes, furniture, education. In the
U. S., they want to elect their government and be free to say what they think.

r i2 ]

old age, sickness, accidents, temporary
unemployment, childbearing.

This can all be paid for by full employment, but that is another story.
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Back to Business as Usual?
iÿrIr GOALS listed above are clearly incompatible with business as usual. If
the world could not retreat to laissez/aire after the last war, can it hope to
after this ? Why can't we regain our old

way of doing things ? Because the basic
conditions which made it a good and
workable system for a century and more
have changed. Twenty seven million
Americans now in the armed forces or
war production may be looking for work
after the war. To employ them the National Resources Board has proposed
certain measures, under a "mixed" econ-

omy, where private enterprise shares the

field with public works and government
controls. Win, lose, or draw, we cannot

return to the world of 1928 or even
939. But we have trends to follow
which do not cut us off too suddenly.

Everything that will be in the postwar
adjustment is here in embryo now.

The Problems We Shall Face
S oMÿ day the war will end. Statesmen
will have serious problems to solve:

[i] Employment. Where are soldiers
and war workers to get new jobs?
[2] Investment. What new private and

public enterprises can be developed ?
[3] Excess capacity. How will war
plants be operated, contracts liquidated ?
[4] Finance. How about the federal
debt, taxes, interest, the budget?

[5] Money. What about all that gold?
Can we control inflation, deflation ?
[6] Foreign trade. War is making us
more selfsufficient. Fewer imports mean
fewer exports, except as world relief.

[7] Agriculture. If we lose foreign markets, how shall we replace them ? How
conserve soils, reduce rural slums?

[8] Politics. Howmake democracymore
efficient, to meet the problems ahead ?
These and kindred subjects we shall explore in later studies of this series.
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The Look Ahead
..,/ÿusT America have a postwar de-

pression or is there a finer future ahead ?
Stuart Chase says this country has the
productive power, men, and materials to

attain the highest standard of living we
have ever known. This leaflet is based
on the first of a series of books under
the general title, When War Ends,
published by THE T\WNTIÿTIÿ eEYTUIÿY
VYD, 33° W. 42 Street, New York City,

at $t each or $5 for the set of six as
published during x942-x943:
[1] The Road We Are Traveling: I9r4-

942
[a] Goals for America: A Budget of
Our Needs and Resources

[3] The Dollar Dilemma: Problems of
Our Postwar Finance

[4] Tomorrow's Trade: Problems of
Our Foreign Commerce
[5] Farmer, Worker, Businessman:

Their Place in Postwar America
[6] Winning the Peace
[ Second pHmlng 2o,ooo. Total copies 275,000 ]

